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Abstract

Upon photoexcitation of the charge-transfer-to-solvent absorption band of Na� in tetrahydrofuran (THF), electrons

detach into immediate contact pairs, solvent-separated contact pairs, or as free electrons. In this Letter, we analyze the

recombination dynamics of Na� at multiple excitation wavelengths to determine the action spectrum for production of

each type of electron. The action spectra match well with the four Gaussian sub-bands (corresponding to three p-like

CTTS states and the continuum) needed to describe the polarized bleach recovery. We also find that the Na� free-

electron action spectrum is linearly related to the Rb�/THF photocurrent action spectrum measured by Levanon and

co-workers.

� 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Photodetachment is a fundamental physical

process in which an electron is removed from an

atomic or molecular species via irradiation with

photons of visible or UV light [1]. In the gas phase,

photodetachment spectroscopy can be used to
map out the potential energy surfaces of transition

states of reactive molecules [2]. In clusters [2,3] and

in the liquid phase [4], however, the ground and

excited electronic states of a solvated species are

strongly coupled to the solvent, resulting in shift-
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ing and broadening of absorption lines and al-

lowing for channels of electron detachment other

than direct photoejection [5]. In many cases, states

which are in the continuum above the detachment

threshold in the gas phase can be shifted down to

below the vacuum level in clusters or in solution,

resulting in strongly allowed optical charge trans-
fer absorption bands. When excitation of such a

charge transfer band results in the detachment of

an electron from the solute but leaves the electron

localized in the surrounding solvent, the absorp-

tion band is referred to as a charge-transfer-to-

solvent (CTTS) transition [6].

In a recent study, Levanon and co-workers [7]

measured the cross-section and quantum yield for
electron photodetachment from rubidide (Rb�) in
ights reserved.
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Fig. 1. (a) Absorption spectra of the important species exam-

ined in this Letter: the CTTS band of Na� in THF (solid curve)

and the solvated electron in THF (dashed curve). The dotted

curves show the four Gaussian sub-bands constituting the Na�

CTTS band; see text for details. The thin vertical lines indicate

the 10 excitation wavelengths used in the pump–probe scans.

(b) Representative pump–probe scan monitoring the absor-

bance of the solvated electron in THF at 1970 nm following

CTTS excitation of sodide at 480 nm; the data are plotted on a

logarithmic time axis (same as Fig. 2h on a linear axis). The

labels illustrate the different recombination fractions in the

data.
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tetrahydrofuran (THF), which has its CTTS ab-

sorption maximum near 1.3 eV. These workers

found that the photodetachment cross-section

closely follows the molar extinction coefficient.

Moreover, Levanon and co-workers also found

that the photodetachment quantum yield (the
photodetachment cross-section divided by the ab-

sorption cross-section) has two separate regimes as

a function of excitation energy. At low excitation

energies, the number of electrons liberated per

photon has a constant value near 0.03, while at

higher excitation energies (above �2.4 eV), the

detachment quantum yield reaches a roughly

constant plateau at �0.085. The data were inter-
preted in terms of a model in which solvent-med-

iated CTTS is the dominant detachment route for

excitation energies below �1.8 eV, and autoion-

ization of the electron into Anderson-localized

states that lie energetically between the THF con-

duction band and the solvated electron�s ground

state is the dominant channel for excitation ener-

gies above �2.4 eV [7].
We have performed a series of studies on the

photodetachment dynamics of another alkali metal

anion in THF, sodide (Na�) [8–10], whose CTTS

band is shown in Fig. 1a. We found that upon

photoexcitation, solvent reorganization around the

solvent-stabilized CTTS state leads to detachment

on a �1-ps time scale, with the detached elec-

tron localized in a nearby solvent cavity [8]. Exci-
tation on the low-energy side of the CTTS band

(k > 730 nm) primarily creates solvated electrons

that reside in the same solvent cavity as their

geminate sodium atom partners, which we refer to

as �immediate� contact pairs [10]. Since the wave

function of an immediate contact pair electron has

significant overlap with the sodium atom in its first

solvent shell, immediate contact pairs undergo ra-
pid back electron transfer (recombination) on a

�1-ps time scale [8,10]. Excitation on the high-en-

ergy side of the CTTS band, in contrast, can pro-

duce solvated electrons that are located one solvent

shell away from their parents [9]. Since there is

no direct wave function overlap between these

�solvent-separated� contact pair electrons and the

nearby sodium atoms, back electron transfer is
inhibited and takes place on a hundreds-of-ps time

scale [9]. High excitation energies also produce
�free� solvated electrons that are ejected to distances

farther away than the second solvent shell; free

solvated electrons do not recombine on sub-ns time

scales [9]. The distinct back electron transfer dy-
namics of the three different types of CTTS-ejected

electrons can be seen in Fig. 1b, which shows the

population of THF-solvated electrons monitored

via their �2 lm absorption (cf. Fig. 1a) as a func-

tion of time after 480-nm photoexcitation of the

Na� CTTS band. We have verified the existence of

three distinct environments for the detached elec-

tron by showing that the electrons in each envi-
ronment respond differently when re-excited in

multi-pulse femtosecond experiments [11,12].



1 Note that the 910-nm excitation data in Fig. 2a probe the

recovery of the bleach of the CTTS band at 490 nm rather than

the 2-lm absorption of the electron. Other than the fact that the

appearance of the bleach is instrument-limited, the kinetics of

the bleach recovery and the decay of the electron�s absorption

are identical, as we have shown in [9,10,14].
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In addition to our work, Ruhman and co-

workers [13] have found a polarization dependence

in the recovery of the bleach of the Na� CTTS

band, suggesting that this band is inhomoge-

neously broadened. Our group has made similar

observations, and we were successfully able to
model the polarization dependence by assuming

that the CTTS band consists of transitions to three

Gaussian quasi-bound CTTS excited states plus a

tail due to absorption into the continuum [14], as

shown by the short-dashed curves in Fig. 1a. This

decomposition of the band makes physical sense:

the ground state electron on the Na� is in a 3s

orbital, so the three solvent-bound CTTS excited
states should be p-like in nature. If the solvent

cavity were perfectly symmetric, these p-like states

would be degenerate, but since the cavity is on

average more ellipsoidal than spherical, the p-like

states are split by the local broken symmetry. This

effect also has been observed in solid sodides,

where the crystal lattice provides a permanent

asymmetry that splits the localized p-like excited
states [15]. Thus, we have strong reason to believe

that there is a more complex electronic structure

underlying the smooth CTTS absorption band of

Na� [13,14].

In this Letter, we will argue that the free elec-

trons produced via photoexcitation of sodide come

from the selective excitation of specific sub-bands

under the Na� absorption spectrum. We also
present evidence that solvent-separated contact

pairs are produced much less frequently than ei-

ther immediate contact pairs or free electrons,

suggesting that localization into a stable solvent-

separated state is a relatively rare event. We then

show that the way in which the number of free

electrons produced following CTTS excitation of

sodide varies with excitation energy correlates well
with the photodetachment spectrum for Rb�

measured by Levanon and co-workers. All the

detachment data fit well with a picture in which

there are three different quasi-bound states and a

continuum underlying the CTTS absorption band

of the alkali metal anions.

The preparation of Na�/THF solutions has

been described in detail elsewhere [8], and is based
upon the technique of Dye [16]. The ultrafast

pump–probe laser setup used in our lab has also
been described in detail previously [17]. In brief, a

regeneratively amplified 1-kHz Ti:sapphire laser

emitting �1-mJ pulses of �100-fs duration at

780 nm (Spectra physics) was used to pump a

double-pass optical parametric amplifier that

produced tunable signal and idler beams in the
infrared. Visible excitation beams throughout the

sodide absorption band were produced via sum-

frequency mixing of the residual 780-nm light with

either the signal or idler beams from the OPA.

After reflecting off a computer-controlled variable

delay stage, the probe pulses were split into sample

and reference beams, which were detected with

matched Si (visible light), InGaAs (near IR) or
InAs (IR) photodiodes. The output of the photo-

diodes was digitally locked to the excitation pulse,

and normalized on a shot-to-shot basis by a

fast-gated current-integrating analog-to-digital

converter.

Fig. 2 shows femtosecond pump–probe scans

monitoring the dynamics of electron detachment

from Na� in THF following excitation at each of
10 distinct wavelengths throughout the CTTS ab-

sorption band (indicated in Fig. 1a). The left

panels show the data on a �10-ps time scale, while

the right panels show the same data on a hun-

dreds-of-ps timescale. The data monitor the ejec-

tion and recombination kinetics by probing the

transient absorption dynamics of the electron, 1

providing a direct measurement of the population
of detached electrons [8–10]. The sub-ps rise in the

�2-lm absorbance is attributable to the delayed

detachment of the CTTS-excited electron from

Na� [8,9]. The absorption of the electrons then

decays on a �1-ps time scale due to geminate re-

combination of electrons in immediate contact

pairs. On the longer timescale, the data show a

�200-ps (and highly non-exponential) decay due
to the recombination of electrons in solvent-sepa-

rated contact pairs, followed by an offset due to



Fig. 2. Short time (left panels) and long time (right panels)

recombination dynamics of solvated electrons produced via

CTTS of Na� in THF (circles), with pump and probe wave-

lengths indicated in the left panel legend for each scan. The

solid curves are fits of the short time data to the DE + S model;

the dashed lines denote the average of the signal at times longer

than 300 ps, corresponding to the fraction of free electrons

remaining after immediate and solvent-separated contact pairs

have recombined. The difference between the DE + S fit offsets

and the dashed lines defines the fraction of electrons detached

into solvent-separated contact pairs; see text for details. The

long-time data are omitted for the 910-nm scan in panel (a)

because there was no signal after 5 ps; the data in this scan used

a 490-nm probe wavelength. 2

2 The fit to the 780-nm pump/1500-nm probe data does not

reproduce the fast rise, which is due to an instrument-limited

sodide p-to-p excited-state absorption at this wavelength,

described in detail in [14], that is not taken into account by

the model. The data in Fig. 2 can be fit equally well with either

the DE or DE + S models, although the DE model results in

values for the fraction of immediate contact pairs, p, at

wavelengths blue of �500 nm that are 10–15% higher than

the corresponding values from the DE + S model.
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persistent free electrons that do not recombine for

nanoseconds [9].

Although the fractions of electrons ejected into

immediate and solvent-separated contact pairs or

as free solvated electrons are visually distinct in

Figs. 1b and 2, a model is required to quantita-

tively extract these fractions from the data. In a

previous work, we found that a relatively simple
kinetic scheme, which we referred to as the �de-

layed ejection� (DE) model, could be used to de-

scribe the first �10 ps of all the pump–probe data

for the Na�/THF system, including scans at probe
wavelengths where (unlike the data in Fig. 2) re-

active intermediates strongly absorb [8,10]. More

recently, we modified the DE model to include the

effects of dynamic solvation on the spectroscopy of

the reactive intermediates in the Na� CTTS reac-

tion, which we referred to as the �delayed ejection
plus solvation� (DE + S) model [14]. Although the

DE + S model contains more adjustable parame-

ters than the DE model, we found that the DE + S

model was able to capture subtleties in the data

that were missed by the DE model, and that the

DE + S model provided a means to explain some

of the early-time dynamics uncovered in the

higher-time resolution experiments on Na�/THF
by Ruhman and co-workers [13].

The solid lines passing through the data points

in the transient absorption spectra shown in Fig. 2

are fits of the data to the DE + S model. 2 One of

the key parameters that can be extracted from the

model is p, the fraction of detached electrons that

localize in immediate contact pairs. However, for

the fraction of electrons that do not recombine in
the first few ps, the model does not distinguish

between solvent-separated contact pairs and free

electrons. We expect that the �200-ps recombi-

nation of the electrons in solvent-separated pairs

would be best described as diffusion on a potential

of mean force, similar to the analysis performed by

Bradforth and co-workers [18] for the recombi-

nation of electrons photodetached from aqueous
iodide. Until mixed quantum/classical MD simu-

lations presently underway in our group provide

the potential of mean force for the Na�/THF

system [19], we can take a much simpler definition

of the fraction of electrons that localize into sol-

vent-separated contact pairs based on the separa-

tion of time scales evident in Figs. 1b and 2. Since

the recombination of solvent-separated pairs ap-



Table 1

Fraction of immediate contact pair electrons, solvent-separated pair electrons, and free electrons as a function of excitation wavelength

from fits to the data in Fig. 2. The uncertainties are two standard deviations.

Pump k (nm) p (immediate) q (solvent-separated) r (free)

910 0.986� 0.022 0.014� 0.031 0.000� 0.022

780 0.918� 0.010 0.033� 0.014 0.049� 0.010

641 0.909� 0.014 0.036� 0.019 0.055� 0.013

615 0.684� 0.010 0.109� 0.018 0.207� 0.015

573 0.808� 0.016 0.063� 0.020 0.129� 0.012

555 0.695� 0.006 0.099� 0.019 0.206� 0.018

500 0.566� 0.014 0.139� 0.017 0.295� 0.010

480 0.661� 0.026 0.095� 0.032 0.244� 0.018

460 0.394� 0.004 0.197� 0.010 0.409� 0.009

400 0.334� 0.014 0.109� 0.024 0.557� 0.019

Fig. 3. Photoejection quantum yields as a function of excitation

wavelength for different types of electrons following excitation

into the CTTS band of Na� in THF: free electrons (panel (a),

squares); electrons in solvent-separated contact pairs (panel (b),
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pears complete by 300 ps, we define the fraction of

free solvated electrons r as the average of the
(properly scaled) pump–probe signals at times

longer than 300 ps. The fraction of electrons lo-

calized in solvent-separated pairs, q, is then given

simply by 3: q ¼ 1 � p � r.
With these definitions in hand, it is straight-

forward to extract the relative fractions of imme-

diate, solvent-separated and free electrons from

the data in Fig. 2; the values of p, q and r for each
of the 10 excitation wavelengths are presented in

Table 1 and summarized in Fig. 3 (symbols). In

particular, the squares in Fig. 3a show the fraction

r of free electrons produced via CTTS photode-

tachment of Na� as a function of excitation

wavelength. The solid curve in Fig. 3a shows a

second data set based upon the photodetachment

cross-section of Rb� in THF measured by Lev-
anon and co-workers [7]. To generate this solid

curve, an offset of 0.025 was subtracted from the

photodetachment cross-section data from [7], and

the result was then scaled by a factor of 10. In

addition, we have shifted the abscissa of the data

from [7] by 0.354 eV, the difference in energy be-

tween the absorption maxima for the CTTS bands

of Na� and Rb� in THF [20]. With this treatment,
3 This analysis assumes that upon excitation, electrons are

partitioned into one of the three distinct species and do not

interconvert. The experimental data do not allow us to

determine whether or not interconversion occurs, but the large

separation of recombination time scales strongly suggests

distinct identities for each of the three species following

photoejection.

triangles); electrons in immediate contact pairs (panel (c), cir-

cles). The error bars in panel (b) represent two standard devi-

ations; the corresponding error bars in panels (a) and (c) are

smaller than the data symbols. The dashed curves in each panel

are fits of the Gaussian sub-bands that constitute the Na�

CTTS absorption spectrum (cf. Fig. 1a) to the data (symbols)

using Eqs. (1) and (2). The solid curve in (a) shows data from [7]

for the quantum yield of photodetached electrons from the

Rb�/THF CTTS reaction; the data from [7] have been shifted in

energy, scaled, and offset; see text for details.
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the offset and scaled Rb� photodetachment

quantum yield values as a function of excitation

energy match, within the signal to noise, the frac-

tion of free electrons produced via CTTS of Na�.

Although it makes sense that the photodetach-

ment cross-sections of Rb� should be related to
the number of free electrons produced by CTTS

excitation of Na�, why do the photodetachment

cross-sections need to be modified to compare to

the pump–probe data? We believe that the non-

zero offset in the photodetachment cross-section

observed by Levanon and co-workers at low ex-

citation energies is likely the result of field-induced

ionization of the CTTS-excited Rb�: the 1700 V/
cm bias in Levanon and co-workers [7] experiment

should be more than adequate to separate some of

the electrons localized in immediate or solvent-

separated contact pairs that otherwise would have

recombined. The scaling factor of 10 needed to

make the detachment cross-section of Rb� match

the free electron yield of Na� likely stems from the

limited time resolution of the photoconductivity
measurements used to measure the detachment

cross-sections [7]: it makes sense that �90% of the

free electrons can undergo diffusive recombination

during the �20-ns instrument response of Levanon

and co-workers� photoconductivity apparatus [9].

Although these ideas are somewhat speculative,

Fig. 3a strongly suggests that the functional form

of the rubidide photodetachment data is related in
a simple linear fashion to the fraction of free

electrons produced via CTTS excitation of sodide.

The fact that only a simple energy shift of

Levanon and co-workers� photodetachment data

can bring the two data sets into agreement is also

significant. The required shift is exactly equal to

the separation of the absorption maxima of Rb�

and Na�, implying that the electronic structure of
the excited CTTS states are similar for both these

alkali anions and that only the ground state energy

is significantly different between them. This is

reasonable in light of recent theoretical work in-

vestigating the nature of CTTS excited states of

aqueous iodide: the CTTS excited states were

found to be stabilized entirely by the polarization

of the surrounding solvent molecules [21,22]. We
expect that this reasoning can be extended to al-

kalide/THF CTTS systems, so that the solvent-
supported p-like CTTS excited states are largely

independent of the identity of the alkali metal

atom core; the s-like ground states show a relative

shift in energy due to differences in the electron

affinities of the different alkalis and to solvato-

chromic effects.
The estimated photodetachment fractions

summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 3 also allow us to

investigate the relationship between the three sub-

bands we had used to describe the polarization

dependence of the bleach recovery of the Na�

CTTS band (Fig. 1a) [14] and the different de-

tachment channels that produce immediate, sol-

vent-separated or free electrons. We start with the
assumption that excitation of each sub-band pro-

duces a specific quantum yield /i;j of each type of

electron, where i denotes the Gaussian band that is

excited (and takes on values 1–4, with 1 as the

lowest-energy sub-band), and j denotes the type of

electron produced (taking on values of p, q, or r,

for immediate pairs, solvent-separated pairs, or

free electrons, respectively). We can then write the
fraction of electrons that localize in immediate

contact pairs as a function of excitation energy,

pðeÞ, as:

pðeÞ ¼
P4

i¼1 giðeÞ/i;pP4

i¼1 giðeÞ
; ð1Þ

where giðeÞ is the amplitude the ith Gaussian band

contributing to the total Na� spectrum at energy e,
and the fractions qðeÞ and rðeÞ for solvent-sepa-

rated and free electrons are defined analogously.
The 12 quantum yields /i;j are varied to obtain the

best least-squares fit to the data in Table 1, subject

to the constraint that for each sub-band i,
X

j¼p;q;r

/i;j ¼ 1: ð2Þ

These fits are shown as the dashed curves in

Fig. 3, and the corresponding quantum yields of

immediate, solvent-separated and free electrons

produced by excitation into each of the Gaussian
sub-bands are summarized in Table 2. Using this

scheme, we also can define the action spectrum for

producing each type of detached electron as:

FjðeÞ ¼
X4

i¼1

giðeÞ/i;j: ð3Þ



Table 2

Quantum yields of immediate contact pairs (p), solvent-separated contact pairs (q), and free electrons (r) produced upon excitation of

each of the four Gaussian sub-bands under the CTTS absorption of sodide in THF; see text for details.

Quantum yield Gaussian sub-band

g1 g2 g3 g4

/p 1.00� 0.15 0.86� 0.14 0.65� 0.11 0.27� 0.15

/q 0.00� 0.15 0.04� 0.14 0.14� 0.11 0.12� 0.15

/r 0.00� 0.15 0.10� 0.14 0.21� 0.11 0.61� 0.15

Uncertainties are two standard deviations.
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Fig. 4 shows the action spectra from Eq. (3) for
the production of immediate (FpðeÞ, dashed curve),

solvent-separated (FqðeÞ, dot-dashed curves) and

free electrons (FrðeÞ, dotted curves). Fig. 4a also

shows the experimental Na� CTTS band (solid
Fig. 4. Normalized action spectra for the production of dif-

ferent types of electrons following excitation of the CTTS band

of Na� in THF: immediate contact pairs (dashed curve); sol-

vent-separated contact pairs (dot–dashed curve); and free

electrons (dotted curve). The sum of the three action spectra

matches the sum of the four Gaussian bands that describe the

experimental absorption spectrum of Na�, which is shown as

the solid curve in panel (a). Panels (b) and (c), respectively,

show the same action spectra for solvent-separated contact

pairs and free electrons as in panel a, but on a magnified scale.
curve); from Eqs. (2) and (3), it is clear that the
sum of the three action spectra (

P
j FjðeÞ) is

equivalent to the sum of the four Gaussian com-

ponent sub-bands, which in turn is equal to the

total Na� absorption spectrum.

The fits in Table 2 and Figs. 3 and 4 indicate

that there is nearly a one-to-one correspondence

between the Gaussian bands used to explain the

polarized bleach recovery of the CTTS band
[13,14] and the detachment yields for the different

types of electrons. Figs. 3c and 4a show that the

two lowest-energy sub-bands produce almost ex-

clusively immediate contact pairs, consistent with

the idea proposed by Levanon and co-workers [7]

that excitation into the low-energy side of the band

leads to CTTS rather than direct electron detach-

ment. This emphasizes the contrast between CTTS
(localized ejection) and direct photodetachment, in

which the electron can localize far from its parent

[9].

Figs. 3b and 4b show that the fraction of sol-

vent-separated contact pairs produced at any ex-

citation wavelength is fairly small, reaching only

�10% even for excitation into the highest-energy

sub-band. This indicates that the formation of
solvent-separated pairs via CTTS detachment is a

relatively rare event. The fact that the solvent-

separated contact pair formation turns on at about

the same energy as production for free electrons

suggests that separated pairs form only when there

is both enough energy to completely detach the

electron and there is a pre-existing trap one solvent

shell away from the initially excited sodide anion. 4
4 Alternatively, some of the free electrons that we observe at

low excitation energies might have formed from the dissociation

of solvent-separated pairs; see footnote #3.
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At higher excitation energies, the relative yield of

free electrons outstrips that of solvent-separated

electrons because the increased excitation energy is

more than enough to overcome localization into

nearby solvent-separated traps. This idea will be

tested in upcoming quantum simulations of the
Na� CTTS detachment process [19]. Thus, pro-

duction of solvent-separated pairs appears to be a

relatively rare event for excitations that would

otherwise produce free electrons.

Figs. 3 and 4 and Table 2 also show that the

fourth (highest-energy) sub-band, which we had

crudely assigned previously as absorption into the

continuum [14], is primarily responsible for the
production of free electrons, although appreciable

numbers of immediate contact pair electrons are

also produced. In contrast, excitation into the

third sub-band appears to produce a mixture of

immediate contact pairs and free electrons (as well

as a few solvent-separated pairs). Fig. 4 suggests

that a one-to-one correspondence between the

detachment and polarization sub-bands could be
attained by choosing a different functional form

for the shapes of the third and fourth bands in-

stead of assuming homogeneously broadened

Gaussians [14]. Taken together, the fractions of

free electrons, solvent-separated pairs, and imme-

diate contact pairs as a function of excitation

wavelength suggest that for the Na�/THF CTTS

system, electrons are detached into different sol-
vent environments depending largely upon the

excitation energy and the relative populations of

the sub-bands that are initially populated upon

excitation.

This idea of distinct sub-bands leading to dis-

tinct detachment channels is also consistent with

recent work by Bradforth and co-workers [18] on

the analogous I�/water CTTS system. Using both
quantum chemical calculations [22] and the ex-

perimental observation that the detachment yield

for free electrons is independent of excitation

wavelength [18], Bradforth and co-workers have

argued that the CTTS manifold of I� consists of

absorption to a single excited state. Since the

symmetry of I� is reversed from that of Na � (I�

has a p-like ground state manifold with a pre-
sumably s-like CTTS excited state) it makes sense

that electrons detached from I� via CTTS do so
from a single sub-band, resulting in the same

quantum yield for all wavelengths.

In summary, the data presented here, combined

with the fit of the sodide ground state absorption

spectrum to Gaussian sub-bands corresponding to

three p-like states plus the continuum [14], allow
us to speculate on how the selective excitation of

each sub-band determines the fate of the CTTS

detached electrons. The quantum yield for pro-

duction of free solvated electrons from Na� mat-

ches well with the Rb� photodetachment work by

Levanon and co-workers [7], suggesting a similar

origin for the onset of the conduction band for the

alkali metal anions in THF. The energy shift and
scaling we needed to compare the two data sets

make sense based on the difference in the ab-

sorption maxima of Na� and Rb� as well as the

differences in time resolution between our two

experiments. Although we could not be definite,

the evidence suggests that the low fraction of

solvent-separated contact pairs upon excitation

into the conduction band results from the low
probability that an appropriate trap for the sol-

vent-separated electron exists at the time of exci-

tation. Electrons in immediate contact pairs are

the primary product of excitation into the middle

and lowest-energy p-like excited states, and are

likely the major product of excitation into the

highest-energy p-like state. Thus, we have a strong

indication that the three bands necessary to un-
derstand the polarization anisotropy of the Na�

CTTS state are also what determine the fate of the

electrons produced by photodetachment.
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